In-house assembled protective devices in laboratory safety against SARS-nCoV-2 in clinical biochemistry laboratory of a COVID dedicated hospital
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The highlight of the manuscript are:

- Strengthening the Basics Approaches to protect the lab personnel in dedicated COVID hospital of Low-Resource Settings.
- Designed and developed in-house standard operating procedure (SOP) to fill the gap and evaluate the effect in dedicated COVID-19 hospitals.
- Innovative protective devices made from OHP sheets and cardboard boxes fitted with hypochlorite spraying devices as alternatives to biosafety cabinets on contamination of laboratory surfaces.
- Performance of the devices were clinically validated and it can be used as alternative in low resources settings.
Abstract:

Health Care Workers (HCWs) of diagnostic laboratory handling COVID positive samples are at risk and need to take protective measures. Many protective materials were not available when the pandemic reached India forcing laboratory managers to take innovative measures to protect the laboratory staffs. We made face shields from OHP sheets and substitute of biosafety cabinets from cardboard boxes fitted with hypochlorite spraying devices. Here we present if these two in-house developed safety devices when incorporated in standard operating procedure (SOP) of laboratory safety were effective in clinical biochemistry laboratory of dedicated COVID hospitals. We assessed contamination of laboratory surfaces (n=6) and rate of SARS-nCov-2 positivity from their nasal and throat swab by RT-PCR among laboratory personnel (n=18) after 14 days of their use along with other routine safety devices like use of gloves, surgical masks, OT gowns etc. These HCWs were checked regularly for signs and symptoms of COVID-19 and none had any signs and symptoms during these 14days. The SARS-nCov-2 test report was negative for the staff members and no surface contamination was detected. We conclude that innovative and cost effective protective devices can be built in-house with locally available resources and are effective in preventing the spread of COVID 19 among the staff working in clinical biochemistry laboratories. Laboratory managers in resource scarce areas need to be innovative to face such sudden safety challenges like COVID-19 pandemic.
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Introduction

Last day of the year of 2019 (December 31st 2019) was the day when the first Coronavirus case was identified and came into light officially in China. As on date, 2nd June 2020, after five months, there is a lot of fear and anxiety about this pandemic with drastic developments in the worldwide healthcare scenario. According to World Health Organization (WHO) reports, there have been 6,194,533 confirmed cases of COVID-19, including 376,320 deaths. As per the reported cases USA and Europe are the top two continents where COVID-19 confirmed cases are highest in the world with 2,905,432 and 2,175,941 respectively. In India, as per Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) New Delhi, as on date; India with 97581 active Cases, 95526 Cured / Discharged cases and 5598 Deaths reported till date.

In a low resource settings nation like India with a population of 1.34 billion, the existing healthcare infrastructure and delivery system have already been facing challenges of accessibility and affordability. Unfortunately, this COVID-19 pandemic further increased the already overburdened HCWs. The doctors, nurses, paramedics, and other hospital staff are bearing the onslaught of this infection directly. The number of patients of COVID-19 and their contacts undergoing quarantine is increasing by the day, and these will continue to increase at a faster rate in the days to come because of asymptomatic and community spreading. In this difficult scenario, HCWs are undoubtedly fighting with all their strength. These healthcare personnel are under tremendous physical and mental stress. Apart from their health, they are concerned about transmitting the infection back to their homes, to their families and friends.

The HCWs who are at the forefront of managing the pandemic are at risk of contracting the disease as it is highly contagious in nature. Besides the treating physicians and the intensive visits who are coming in direct contact with the patients, laboratory personnel working in clinical biochemistry laboratories are involved in carrying out the various diagnostic tests required for management of these COVID 19 patients. Many such patients need to be tested for routine parameters like plasma glucose, liver function tests, kidney function tests, etc. The critical patients often need specialized tests like C Reactive protein, ferritin, Procalcitonin, D dimer etc. The risk of exposure of laboratory personnel to virus is substantial in view of presence of viral load although it is lesser than that of treating clinicians and interventionists.
SARS-CoV-2 causing COVID-19 is an RNA virus and studies have confirmed its presence in respiratory tract samples, gastro-intestinal tract samples, feces (25-30%) and blood (1-15%) \(^{34}\). The virus also spreads through contaminated fomites and surfaces which necessitate sanitizing all surfaces and fomites like centrifuge machines, bench tops, switches, elevator buttons, door handles etc\(^{5}\). However, the major route of transmission of COVID-19 is through respiratory route and that mostly occurs through droplets produced during coughing and sneezing\(^{6}\). Many laboratory procedures like centrifugation of samples, decapping of sample tubes, pipetting etc. also generate aerosols that are potential sources of infection \(^{7}\). Various measures are recommended by CDC and WHO for preventing such spread of COVID-19 among laboratory personnel \(^{8}\). Use of gloves, face masks, face shield, PPE, biosafety cabinet for aerosol generating procedure, decontamination of surfaces by hypochlorite or other solutions, proper disposal of biomedical wastes generated in diagnostic laboratories are a few of them \(^{9}\). There is sudden huge demand and an immense resource crunch on the already shoestring healthcare budget of developing countries leading to shortage of PPE, face shields, masks, caps, sanitizers etc. due to the surge in the number of COVID-19 cases. The laboratory from where we are sharing the experience did not get PPEs, face shields and biosafety cabinets on initial days when samples from COVID 19 patients started coming. It took some time to arrange these equipment. Disposable face shields were made in-house from OHP sheets. Cardboard boxes fitted with saran wrap on its upper surface, a device to spray hypochlorite and two holes to introduce gloved hands inside, those get closed on taking out the hand was made in-house and was used as substitute of biosafety cabinet for decapping of sample tubes and pipetting of samples. Strict use of OT gowns by laboratory staff when on duty and their daily cleaning with soapy water was ensured besides other standard precautions like use of gloves, surgical masks, regular surface decontamination of working bench and lab instruments and biomedical waste disposal\(^{10}\). Keeping the safety of laboratory personnel paramount and taking cognizance of the limited resources available, we devised these low cost alternatives to ensure safety while handling samples in our lab. The present study presents the effectiveness of SOP using these innovative and cost effective protective devices built in-house with limited resources in preventing contamination of laboratory working surfaces and equipment and in preventing the spread of COVID-19 among the HCWs working in clinical biochemistry laboratories.
Materials and Methods

The experience is shared from the clinical Biochemistry laboratory of LN Hospital, New Delhi, India that has been ear-marked as an exclusive facility catering only to COVID-19 patients.

The SOP developed was a part of the managerial and operational effort when lab personnel suddenly reported of arrival of blood samples in the lab for investigations from patients suffering from COVID-19 and the results presented in this article are by product of the activities done during this process on subsequent days till the lab could ensure standard safety measures recommended for such labs\textsuperscript{11-16}.

A three member team was formed immediately to make a SOP for Biochemistry lab processing COVID samples based on WHO/CDC guideline, to find out the gaps/deficits in lab for implementing those standard biosafety recommendations and to recommend the best possible measures to tackle the gaps\textsuperscript{8}.

The SOP was followed for 14 days till a class II bio-safety cabinet and recommended PPEs were made available. During this period the staff members were instructed to report any symptoms such as sore throat, cough, fever, diarrhea, loss of taste or smell or any other symptoms during their posting in the lab. COVID-19 screening facility by RT-PCR as recommended by ICMR could not be arranged for lab staff on 6\textsuperscript{th} day as COVID-19 diagnostic facility had limited capacity and was overloaded with a number of samples from suspected cases. The staff members underwent COVID-19 testing on 14\textsuperscript{th} day. Both nasal and throat swabs were sent to the virology laboratory in the Microbiology department for RT-PCR detection of the virus causing COVID-19. One technician refused to provide a sample because he was fasting during Ramdan and as per his faith the introduction of a swab to the nose or throat is equivalent to breaking his fasting. His faith was respected. Swabs from lab surfaces from sample collection and processing area, centrifuge machine, cardboard box used for decapping and sample loading area of clinical chemistry analyzer were sent for viral detection by RT-PCR to assess surface contamination.
**Detection of virus causing COVID-19 by RT-PCR:**

Total RNA was isolated from fresh Throat & Nasal swab (TS/NS-200 ul/ Specimens) collected from laboratory staff and followed by MagGenome Xpress RNA Isolation Kit as per instruction manuals. The surface swabs were also processed in a similar way. The quality and quantity of RNA were estimated by using NanoDrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and extracted RNA was stored at -20°C for further use. Quality of isolated total RNA from all samples was checked by RNaseP gene amplification which was used as internal control. Combined reverse transcription of viral RNA and PCR amplification using real-time reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) methods was done as per instruction manuals.

RT-PCR amplification was carried out in 25μl reaction mix containing 12.5μl of 2X Reaction mix, 1.5μl of target specific primers and Probe (Egene, RNasep gene, RDRP gene and Orf Gene), and 5μl of total RNA isolated from clinical sample, 1.0μl AgPath One-Step RT-PCR enzymes (Applied Biosystem). Each set of RT-PCR assays included a negative control (nucleases free water instead of RNA sample) and a positive control of COVID-19. Amplification of COVID-19 was performed in the thermal cycler (Applied Biosystems QuantStudio 5 Real-Time PCR System) using the following conditions; Reverse Transcriptions 55°C for 30min, Taq inhibitor inactivation 95 °C for 3 min, PCR Amplifications; 45 cycles of 95 °C for 15s, 58 °C for 30 s Data Collections) as per published protocol. In this one step RT PCR assays, a set of primer and probe used are shown in table No.2.

**Results:**

The residents (n=5) and lab technicians (n=10) did 4 to 5 days lab duty of 12 hour duration during this 14days period. Each nursing orderlies did duty for 8 to 10 days in 8-12 hr shifts during this period. None of the staff members reported sick during this period. The nasal and throat swab test for virus causing COVID-19 of all technical staff (n=10), residents (n=5) and nursing orderlies (n=3) also came out to be negative. No surface contamination with the virus of the work area and instruments was detected.
Discussion:

This article presents the data that evaluated the effectiveness of a SOP that used a face shield made in-house from OHP sheets and innovative device made from cardboard fitted with hypochlorite spraying device as alternative to biosafety cabinet along with other standard biosafety measures in preventing spread of COVID-19 virus among laboratory personnel working in biochemistry laboratory in a dedicated COVID-19 hospital. The data shows that at the end of 14 days of following the SOP, none of the lab personnel including those who did high risk jobs that produce aerosols developed signs and symptoms of COVID-19 infection and RT-PCR based COVID-19 testing was negative for all lab staff. This indicates that these low cost, innovative devices built in-house were effective in preventing COVID-19 spread through aerosol among lab staff. We attribute this prevention to use of these innovative devices along with other protective gears like face mask, gloves etc. However, we do not claim that it is solely due to our innovative devices but is contributed by these devices also. However, we could not keep a control arm in our study to prove our claim. Another limitation is that most of the COVID-19 cases are asymptomatic and hence, clinical monitoring by self-reporting of symptoms is bound to miss the diagnosis in most of the cases. Even diagnosis by RT-PCR is only 70-80% sensitive 22.

Even the lab surfaces and equipment did not show the presence of the virus by RT-PCR testing of the swab taken from the working surfaces and equipment. So it proves that transmission through surface contamination did not occur. The Substitution of a biosafety cabinet with an innovative cardboard box might have acted as a barrier for spread of aerosol although it was not having a negative pressure. However, regular decontamination of the working surfaces with hypochlorite and instruments with 70% ethanol might be a major contributor of prevention of surface contamination. Chance of survival of the virus inside the cardboard box was prevented by spray of hypochlorite solution after each session of decapping and pipetting. This spraying device also helped us use the device for 1-2 days.

We conclude that in resource scarce health set up where standard CDC or WHO recommended biosafety measures cannot be totally followed, such simple, low cost and innovative devices made in-house or locally from locally available materials can be effectively used in such sudden outbreak of contagious viral infections. With
understanding of the basic principle of barrier method, innovations are possible and are key to success in such critical periods.
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Fig-1: Spraying of hypochlorite on the samples and the requisition slips
Fig 2: A technician all geared up for sample processing
Fig 3: Decapper with sanitization. Demonstration of the steps